TRAILER JACK STANDS

Meet OSHA Specifications

OSHA 1910.178 (k) (3)
"Fixed jacks may be necessary to support a semitrailer and prevent upending during the loading or unloading when the trailer is not coupled to a tractor."

MOST POPULAR MODEL

Truck Jack Stands
BLO-J

- Solid Steel Construction
- 8" Diameter Cap
- Reflective Collar
- Two way ratchet easily reversed
- Service Range 39½" to 51"
- Tilt & Roll Design
- Weight 105 Lbs.
- Bicycle grip handle facilitates mobility
- Painted Safety Yellow
- Operating Instructions
- Triangular style base has 15" sides
- Shown with optional 8" wheels
- 80,000# Static Capacity
- 40,000# Lifting Capacity

Model BHI-J available with service range of 45" through 57"
Trailer Jack Stands

Meet Your Safety Considerations with Our Wide Variety of Jacks

Model No. BLO-J-BEAM:
- Ratchet screw lift.
- Wheel barrel design for ease of positioning.
- 6 in. Beam distributes load across front of trailer.
- 40,000 lb. Lifting capacity.
- 8 in. diameter wheels at rear.
- 4 in. diameter wheel at front.
- Painted Safety yellow.
- Service range 39½ through 51 inches
- 8 inch top cap

Specifications subject to change without notice
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